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While small energy saving measures can often be implemented with
little or no capital, larger energy saving projects require more substantial
investment in the form of capital expenditure. For companies and organizations just starting out in their search for energy savings, the required
investment can be seen as too large for the company’s capabilities. This
white paper explains how companies can create internal energy saving
funds and over time, use the savings to finance larger projects.

Introduction
Just about any company or organization is constantly searching for ways to
reduce their operations cost. If they are not doing this, something is probably wrong. As we have illustrated in previous guides and white papers, if a
company operates in a building or space, chances are that there is untapped energy saving potential in the building, ready to be captured.
However, since energy, saving is a specialty in itself, not every company
or organization is setup to find and implement the potential measures
that would generate energy savings. Many companies have to rely on
external consultants for this. Regardless if the potential energy saving
measures were found by internal or external resources, at once point if
the company /wants to reap the benefits, they will have to implement the
energy saving measures.
While some of these measures will probably be implementable with little
or no cost, others will require various degrees of investment. In a typical
situation, a company will hire a consultant or will ask internal resources
to find potential sources of energy saving. After some work, those people
will come back to the company and outline what could be done and at
what cost.

From low hanging fruit to
more complex projects
A typical audit report will show a few measures to be low hanging fruit.
Such measures can come at virtually no cost (think schedule modification
for example) or items that cost very little to implement (detectors for example). For these proposed measure, there is no long decision process
since they payback is almost immediate and the costs (if any) can be put
against normal operations or maintenance.
However, in the typical audit, there will probably be significant measures
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Typically, a detailed building audit for energy saving will find a number of measures that could be done. If the company is new at finding
and implementing energy saving measures, chances are there will be additional potential than if the company has already implemented a number
of measures.

such as equipment or systems replacement. These measures can come
with relatively small costs, but they can also require investments in the
millions of dollars. For a company with a small budget for such measures,
one can rapidly feel overwhelmed. Chances are, if the company is only
starting out on the road of energy savings, it will do the proposed energy
saving measures, which can be expensed in the operational budget, and
most of the larger measures will be brushed aside for budget reasons.
Unfortunately, the company will be turning away from potentially interesting savings, which could help its bottom line. However, without budget
what can a company do?

Financing energy saving measures
Historically there were only a few ways to finance energy saving projects.
Either the company paid for the project outright, either it got it financed
from a financial entity (ex: a financial institution) or it got it financed by other
companies such as ESCOs in various types of performance contracts.
The first two methods are relatively straightforward. In the first case, the
company simply pays for the project from its capital expenditure budget
and then reaps the energy savings from the project in order to repay for
the cost of the project. In the second case, the project is simply financed
by an external entity, such as a bank.

In the third situation, an ESCO accepts to finance the project. This is
an Energy Saving Company (ESCO), which conducts an energy saving
audit and after finding potential energy saving measures in a building,
proposes to his/her client to do the measures and finance them over a
certain period. The client pays back the project using the energy savings
that are generated by the project. The idea of the agreement is that it is
cost neutral for the client since the total monthly cost that is paid to the
utility company and to the ESCO combined is the same as the cost that
was paid to the utility company before the agreement with the ESCO was
made. The energy savings generated by the project reduce the monthly
utility invoices for the client, which takes these savings and uses them to
pay back the ESCO, until the entire project is repaid. In theory it’s a winwin situation because the client would not have been able to finance the
project without the help of the ESCO and the ESCO gets to offer his/her
services and do energy saving projects.
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The ESCOS

In reality, such agreements, also called performance contracts because
they often come with a guarantee by the ESCO that the energy saving
measures will perform to a certain pre-determined level, are not always in
the best interest of the client.

What is guaranteed?
For starters, for the ESCO to be able to guarantee a level of performance
there needs to be a level of certainly for the ESCO. After all, if the estimated savings do not materialize, the performance contract may force
the ESCO to cut a check to his/her client. Because of this, the ESCO will
start by establishing some protection elements in his/her favor. The first
measure is the establishment of a baseline. This tells the client that all
energy saving estimations were done using certain past conditions (usually the conditions that existed for the past 12 or 24 months). Such conditions can be how the building was and operated as well as the weather
conditions (degree-days or heating and cooling).
In addition to this, the ESCO will also want his/her client to operate the building in the future in the same condition as it was operated in the past. This,
over the entire period that the project is working towards repaying itself.
If ever the estimated savings do not materialize, then the ESCO will start
by looking at these conditions, often to try to justify to the client why the
savings are not happening as planned. As we can suspect, these situations often lead to arguments and sometimes-legal battles.

Padding the payback
When we think of it, the logic is simple. If the ESCO calculates that it can
save the its client say 500,000 kWh per year, it probably makes sense to
inform the client that the savings will only be say 400,000 kWh per year,
if the ESCO can still sell the project to his/her client. That way if there is
a fluctuation in external conditions (such as weather), the buffer built into
the savings will help absorb these fluctuations and avoid any argument or
litigation with the client.
While this looks good on paper and could be seen as good business, this
comes with a down side, mainly for the client.
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In order to avoid being in this situation, the ESCO will often use another
protection element: reducing the promised savings.

Artificially reducing the estimated energy savings to allow external conditions to fluctuate the ESCO is also extending the agreement terms,
making it more costly for the client.
Let us take a project where the savings are estimated at $100,000
per year. The ESCO proposes to do this project for $300,000. While a
simple payback would be calculated at 300,000/100,000 = 3 years, in
this case since the ESCO is financing the project at say 10%, the total
payback time with interest is approximately 3.6 years.
The total cost of the project with interest will represent approximately
$357,000.
That means that for over three and a half years, the client will be using
the savings generated by the energy saving project to repay the ESCO
for the project.

We can see that by reducing the estimated savings by a few percentage
points, the payback period is extended and the total cost of the project for
the client has increased. The only looser here is the client.

Bottom line
This example is not to highlight if using ESCOs is a good or a bad thing,
ESCOs do provide value depending on the situation. The important element to remember is that reducing the estimated savings, while it might
help prevent arguments on whether the project did reach the savings it
was supposed to, does increase the cost of the project overall.
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One thing we need to remember is that adding financing cost stretches the
payback period, which in turn increases the cost of financing the project.
In this case, if the ESCO wants to give himself/herself a certain level of protection for the external conditions (call it a safety factor for energy saving
promises), he or she might tell the client that the estimated energy savings
are $80,000 per year instead of the calculated $100,000 per year.
In this case, the payback with interest becomes 4.75 years or (57
months). The total cost of the project with the interest is now over
$378,000. This represents an increase of $21,000 in interest costs for the
company, simply because the ESCO reduced the estimated savings in
order to have a safety factor.

Ideally, in the best of worlds, a company wanting to save energy would
find the potential sources of energy savings internally, do its own energy saving estimates and finance the project without any external help.
Nevertheless, how can a company that just starting to get its feet wet in
energy saving do this?

Capital funds - A new way to finance
energy saving projects
There is a relatively new approach to funding energy saving projects. Once
that requires some creativity but when fully understood is easy to implement. Although the approach can have different names, we will call it Energy Saving Capital Fund and we will refer to it as simply Capital Fund.

What it does.
The capital fund allows a company to finance energy saving projects internally
by using the savings generate by previous project to fund future projects.

How it works.

That way the generated savings will more than compensate for the cost
of the measures in the year and this will be invisible for the budget (cost
neutral). However, once the measures have generate sufficient savings
to repay for the cost of the measures, the company will continue to record
the future savings in a separate account. The idea is to tally all the extra
energy savings in a separate account that will become the Capital Fund.
This is an internal accounting process. Each month when an energy saving measure produces energy savings (by reducing the monthly energy
invoices), the company records the savings and allocates these monies in
the capital fund. Instead of paying the same invoice to the utility company
each month, it pays the reduced energy invoice to the utility provider and it
sends the reduction (the money being saved each month) into the capital
fund. The company ends up keeping all the generated savings, but they
end up in a separate fund (controlled by the company of course).
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A company ABC wishes to start implementing energy saving measures or
projects but lacks the funds to do so. It does however have an operational
budget, which it can use for small measures. The company starts out by
identifying low hanging fruit energy saving measures. The type of measure
that is low cost and that comes with a very short payback (under one year).
This allows the company to implement the measures using the operational
budget and recuperate the investments within the same year.

“In time, the capital fund can grow and allow the

company to finance larger energy saving measures.

”

Company wide
Now, let us suppose that company ABC has 40 business units spread
out over the country. Head office could decide to create a capital fund
and encourage the business units to find low hanging fruit energy saving
measures. Each time a measure is done (implemented), once the generated energy savings have paid for the cost of the measure, any additional
energy saving would go (on a monthly or quarterly basis) to the capital
fund setup at head office.

We did not mention the cost of financing here, but in real life, head office would want to finance measures where it can recuperate at least the
initial investment as well as some interests, in order to pay for the cost of
capital (just like any financial institution would want it). That means also
that the measures to be approved must generate energy savings for a
sufficiently long period of time to allow the measure to be repaid in full,
plus interests and ideally a bit longer to allow some of the extra savings
to garnish the capital fund.
In the situation above, the business unit gets to have an energy saving
project approved and the company’s head office gets to use the capital
fund to finance projects with great paybacks, which in turn will increase
the size of the capital fund.
However, if the business unit is only incentive is getting new equipment, it
may not be enough for the people at the business unit level to get excited
about finding energy saving measures.
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If a business unit asks head office for funds for an energy saving measure, this measure could be financed from the capital fund by head office.
Head office could pay for the cost of the measure from the capital fund
and make an agreement with the business unit that in return, all monthly
savings generated by the energy measure be sent back to head office, to
go into the capital fund. Head office becomes the internal bank, financing
energy saving measures and projects. Over time, the capital fund could
grow to millions or even dozen of millions of dollars and help finance
larger projects with longer paybacks that it would not consider if it had to
seek external financing.

Giving incentives
Once way that has been found for head offices to increase, the buy-in of
business units is to ‘stretch’ the payback periods or to cap the amount
recuperated. Let us look at both ways in detail.

Stretching the payback period.
Let us suppose that a business unit has identified a potential energy saving measure and would like to implement it. It contacts head office and
presents the measures to be done. The measure comes with a payback
of 3 years (when we include the cost of financing the measure), which
means that the savings generated by the measure over a period of 3
years will be equal to the cost of the measure plus the financing interests.
If head office finances the measure, it will keep all generated energy
savings. The head office might benefit from new equipment, but it is head
office that reaps all the financial benefits.

However, let us suppose that the total cost of the energy saving measure,
because of the increased interests, is now $95,000. On a 4 years payback the measure will need to generate 23,750 dollars of annual savings. That’s what head office will want to recuperate from the business
unit each year. However, if the energy saving measure generates a full
$30,000 of savings per year. This means that the business unit gets to
keep the difference each year. This represents (30,000 minus 23,750) =
$6,250 positive leftover for the business unit.
Now, the business unit which has not budgeted any energy saving measure can get head office to pay for energy saving measure or project and
get to keep the $6,250 leftover every year that the measure continues to
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Let us suppose that head office decides to finance the measure, but instead of agreeing to a 3-year payback, head office stretches the payback
to 4 years. For example, if the cost of the project and the interests over
3 years is $90,000 and the annual generated savings is $30,000 (which
gives us the 3 years payback by dividing 90,000/30,000), the head office
could decide to use a 4 years payback, which would require the project to
only generate $90,000/4 = $22,500 per year of energy savings. In this example, we kept the amount of $90,000 dollars, but in reality, if the project
is financed with interest, if we stretch the financing period from 3 years to
4 years, the cost of interest will be a little higher, making the total cost of
the measure a little more than $90,000.

generate savings. This is a win for the business unit (improves its bottom
line and possibly allows it to get new equipment in the building) and it is a
win for the head office, which gets to finance an energy saving measure
or project with a reasonable payback. In addition, it now has a business
unit that has improved its bottom line.

Start small, finish big.
When done methodically, the concept of energy saving capital fund can
become a great way to finance virtually any type and size of energy
saving measure or project. However, in order to be able to increase the
capital fund, a few items need to be kept in mind:
1. At the very beginning of the capital fund, in order to grow the fund,
the company should start by identifying low hanging fruit energy
saving measures. Such measures should be easy to implement,
cost close to nothing to implement and have a payback of under
one year.
2. All measures or projects accepted will be financed with interest over
a period, which allows the generated savings to repay for the cost of
the measures, including the interests.
3. To be accepted, an energy saving measure needs to have a lifespan longer than its payback period, when interests are included to
the cost of the measure.

Companies and organizations starting on energy savings as well as
those with some experience but having difficulties in getting proper funds
to realize their energy saving measures or projects could potentially benefit from establishing an energy capital fund. When done right this help
companies maximize the energy saving potential.
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Conclusion

About Almiranta
Almiranta Corporation markets an online (SaaS) business productivity suite of
software under the name ExPlan Suite, which helps companies plan capital
xpenditures, manage real estate leases, and reduce their energy consumption. Almiranta Corporation’s CapExPlan is a complete capital expenditure
planning and tracking software that enables companies and organizations to
reduce their capital expenditures by helping them better plan and approve
their capex requests.
See the full product features at https://www.almiranta.com/capexplan.php
For more information contact us at info@almiranta.com
or visit our site at http://www.almiranta.com

Would you like to receive free energy saving tips?

186 Rue de Normandie
Suite 101
Boucherville (Quebec)
J4B 7J1 Canada
© Copyright 2016

Toll Free: 1 (800) 688 7511		
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Visit our blog at http://www.almiranta.com/blog.html and signup for our free
newsletter that gives new ideas on how to better save energy, do energy saving projects, and reduce your carbon footprint.

